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Abstract
The increasing global population has forced the agricultural area to enhance the
yield of crop, thereby fulfilling the requirements of people. The advancement has
led to synthesis of nanomaterials with different size, shapes, and biocompatibility
aspects towards specific applications like agriculture. Several nanomaterials such as
metal, metal oxide, carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers (CNFs), graphene, and its derivatives have shown potential ability for augmenting the yield of
crops and protect crops against pathogens. However, these nanomaterials required
smart delivery system that might easily deliver the nanofertilizers in a controlled
manner. In this context, the incorporation of nanotechnology and polymer science might be developing newer technology with minimal usage and maximum
effectiveness for improvement of crops. The incorporation of nanomaterials in
polymeric composites offers newer approaches for agricultural delivery system
that might provide various advantages such as higher stability, solubility, uniform
distribution, and controlled release. Moreover, nanomaterials have potential ability
for advancement in the genetic engineering. Herein, we discuss the role of nanomaterials in the growth of the plant, polymeric nanocomposite materials for agriculture delivery system with the advancement in the genetic engineering, and future
prospects of these polymeric-nanocomposite materials in agriculture.
Keywords: nanomaterials, polymeric composite, nanofertilizers, delivery system

1. Introduction
Nanomaterials (NMs) have attracted great interest especially in the field of
agriculture that enhanced productivity of crops with lesser cost and waste [1, 2].
NMs offer sustainable effectiveness in the field of agriculture including protection
and production of crops [3]. The significant advancement and development of
the newer agricultural technologies is sturdily required because of continuously
increasing food requirements globally [4]. The global food production must be
increased around 70–100% by 2050 to achieve the demand of growing population [5, 6]. In this context, the agriculture promoted from various innovative
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technologies such as hybrid species, synthesis chemicals, and biotechnological
developments [7]. However, continuous production of agricultural crops might
be one of the great challenges due to the lack of nutrients/changes in climates. To
overcome such issues related with the loss of production or improvement in the
yield of crops, farmers continuously used agrochemicals. Nonetheless, excessive use of these agrochemicals leads to deterioration of soil, degradation of
agro-ecosystems, and environmental problems [8, 9]. In this context, NMs have a
technological advancement, might be transformed and allied sectors that provides
newer agricultural tools for the management of stresses (biotic and abiotic), detection of diseases, improved nutrients absorption ability, and translocation ability.
On the other hand, NMs might help to understand agricultural biology as well as
interaction of nanomaterials with plants, thereby enhancing the nutritional value as
well as productivity of the crops. However, the exact role of NMs in agriculture still
remains a concern.
Numerous NMs including carbon-based nanomaterials (single-walled carbon
nanotubes (SW-CNTs), multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MW-CNTs) [10, 11],
carbon nanofibers (CNFs), graphene and fullerenes [12–15], metal and its oxidebased nanomaterials [16–18], magnetized iron (Fe) nanoparticles [19], aluminum
oxide (Al2O3) [20], copper (Cu) [21], gold (Au) [22, 23], silver (Ag) [24, 25], silica
(Si) [26], zinc (Zn) nanoparticles and zinc oxide (ZnO) [27–29], titanium dioxide
(TiO2) [30], and cerium oxide (Ce2O3) [31], etc.) and bio-composite nanomaterials
have been developed. These NMs are efficiently used in the field of agriculture for
production and protection of crops [32–35]. However, phytotoxicity, degradation
of soil, large-scale production, agglomeration, and effective delivery system still
remain a concern. On the other hand, CNFs have the potential ability to deliver
micronutrients in plants and the release of micronutrients (Cu/Zn nanoparticles)
in a controlled manner. However, CNFs also required polymeric delivery system for
real applications [34]. In this context, polymeric nanocomposite has emerged as one
of the most promising tools for the delivery of micronutrients and agrochemicals in
the plant system [36].
Several polymers such as polyvinyl alcohol (PVA), chitosan, polyvinyl-pyrrolidone (PVP), starch, hyaluronic acid (HA), poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA),
poly-lactic acid (PLA), etc. have been used as a carrier for delivery system for
various biological applications due to their high biocompatibility, biodegradability,
nontoxicity, cost-effectiveness, and excellent film forming ability [37–39]. Various
processes such as cross-linking, emulsion formation, and self-assembly have been
used for the synthesis of polymeric nanocomposite that facilitate controlled release
of agrochemical/micronutrients within the plants. The encapsulation of nanomaterials by using polymeric matrix also aided advantages to enhance effectiveness
of the nanomaterials, decreasing cellular toxicity and environmental contaminations [40]. On the other hand, smart polymeric materials and delivery system have
the potential ability to deliver the genes/biomolecules/micronutrients within the
plants and also protect viruses and pathogens [41, 42]. This book chapter focuses
on the various nanomaterials and polymeric composite that augment the plant
growth and interaction of nanomaterials with plants, genes/biomolecules/micronutrient delivery and discuss the advancement of genetic engineering by using
nanomaterials.

2. Emergence of engineering nanomaterials (ENMs)
The advancement has led to the synthesis of engineering nanomaterials (ENMs)
of various sizes and shapes [43]. This advancement in the synthesis routes offers
2
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great interest to develop unique characteristics against specific end applications
like production and protection of crops [18, 44, 45]. Interestingly, these ENMs
have been used in various applications such as medicine, environmental science,
and sensors. Nonetheless, nanomaterial use in agriculture mainly for improvement in crop yield and crop protection is an under-explored research area. On the
other hand, preliminary studies suggested that nanomaterials incorporated with
polymers or polymeric composite have the potential ability to improve germination
of seeds and growth of the plants, protection of crops, detection of pathogens, and
detection of pesticide. The synthetic polymers also play a crucial role in agriculture
because of polymeric materials that are pH-sensitive [46], temperature-sensitive
[47], and climatic responsive that might be beneficial for growth of the plants such
as mulches, shelters, and greenhouses (for fumigation, irrigation, and controlling
water distribution) [48]. The ideal polymers for agricultural applications should
have various properties such as stability, transmission, permeability, and weather
ability, which is one of the important concerns nowadays [49]. In this context,
functionalization of the polymers or polymeric composites has received significant
consideration for the production of newer polymeric composites with improved
characteristics [50]. Figure 1 shows schematic representation of nanomaterials and
their agricultural applications.
Several polymeric nanomaterials like chitosan, PVA, lipids, and PLGA are used
in agriculture for augmenting the growth and protection of plants. The uptake and
efficiency of the nanomaterials vary with the species, discussed later in the text.
In general, reactive nanomaterials exhibit various end applications due to their
active functional groups and characteristic ability of polymers. Therefore, ENMs
might be successfully utilized in different end applications including agriculture.

Figure 1.
Schematic representation of nanomaterials and its agricultural applications. Reprint permission Prasad et al.
[7], copyright © 2017 Prasad, Bhattacharyya and Nguyen creative commons attribution license (CC BY).
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3. Polymeric composites
Polymers are mainly used for the controlled release of agrochemicals such as
insecticides, pesticides, fungicides, germicides, and growth stimulants. There are
various factors such as cost, climate condition, controlled release, simple formulation, biocompatibility, and biodegradability involved in alteration in polymers for
targeted system or applications. Moreover, thermal stability, thermal plasticity,
glass-transition state, nature of polymers, melting point, its compatibility with
biologically active molecules, and desired shape and size of the product still remain
a concern. On the other hand, these polymers have the potential ability to control
the release rate and rate of biodegradability, thereby being effective in various end
applications, mainly medicine and agriculture [51]. The control release behavior of
the polymeric formulation is one of the most important advantages in the delivery
system like medicine, agrochemicals, and micronutrients.
Usually, the controlled release system is mainly divided into two groups; (1)
encapsulation of active molecules/agrochemicals/micronutrients by using polymeric matrix and (2) polymeric matrix and active molecules/agrochemicals/micronutrients enclosed and formation of macromolecular backbones. Several polymers
(natural, synthetic, and synthetic elastomers) such as carboxymethyl cellulose
[52], cellulose acetate phthalate [53], gelatin [54], chitosan [55], gum Arabic [56],
polylactic acid (PLA) [57], poly-butadiene, poly-lactic-glycolic acid (PLGA) [58],
polyhydroxyalkanoates (PHAs) [59], polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) [60], polyacrylamide
[61, 62], and polystyrene, etc., [63] are extensively used in various delivery systems.
Among all of them, natural polymers are extensively used for controlled release of
drugs/agrochemicals because of their low cost and being biodegradable. Moreover,
controlled release rate might be tuned by using different molecular weight-based
polymers and cross-linking of different polymers; therefore, polymeric composites
are efficiently used in various biological applications. Recently, nanomaterials have
been used as nanofertlizers, nanopesticides, and nanomaterials for genetic advancement, treatment of plant disease, and improved growth of the plants.
In general, polymers encapsulated with various materials including metal
nanoparticles, carbon-based nanomaterials, biological molecules, agrochemicals,
pesticides, insecticides, etc. with controlled release behaviors enhance the biocompatibility of the materials and are easy for applicability and thereby effectively used
in various end applications, mainly medicine and agriculture [7].
3.1 Metal-polymer composites
The metal nanomaterials such as Cu, Zn, Fe, titanium dioxide (TiO2), aluminum
oxide (Al2O3), silicon dioxide (SiO2), aluminum nitride (AlN), boron nitride (BN),
and zinc oxide (ZnO), etc. are extensively used for the plant growth and protection
of crops. Usually, nanomaterials are synthesized for providing the controlled release
delivery system for agrochemicals that enhanced solubility and protecting biologically active molecules against early degradation, thereby enhancing effectiveness
of agrochemicals even at lower doses. However, these metal-based nanomaterials
accumulate on the root and translocate less within the shoot and leave. Moreover,
agglomeration, instability, and difficulty to use directly in land still remain a
concern. In this context, the continuously increasing demands of the hybrid materials provide newer technological breakthrough for various end applications such as
medical, environment, sensors, and agriculture. There are various existing materials such as plastics, metals, ceramic, and polymers that cannot achieve technological
requirements for different applications. Usually, hybrid nanomaterials containing
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various nanomaterials as a filler with the polymeric matrix have great interest
because of various advantages like high biocompatibility, controlled release, stability, and nontoxicity. The most important dominating approach for synthesis of
metal-polymer composite by using metal/metal oxide encapsulates with polymers
produces the desired product. The enhancements of material characteristic by using
filler-polymer interactions at the interface as well as the uniform dispersion of the
nanomaterials within the polymeric matrix. Usually, there are three approaches to
achieve these requirements: (1) alteration of fillers/nanomaterial properties, (2)
alteration of polymer properties by functionalization or formation of co-polymers,
and (3) developing desired properties with the hybrid materials/polymeric nanocomposite. On the basis of agricultural applications, polymeric coating or polymeric nanocomposite is important, as higher concentration of nanomaterials might
cause some extent of toxicity within the plants [64, 65].
3.2 Carbon-polymer composites
Carbon-based nanomaterials exhibited various end applications such as
environmental remediation, sensors, drug delivery, antibacterial agents, crop
protection, and growth regulator of the plants due to unique characteristics,
mainly optical, electrical, mechanical, and thermal properties. The significant
development has been done in the synthesis of carbon-based nanomaterials such
as activated carbon, activated carbon fibers, CNTs, CNFs, graphene, and fullerenes, which have great interest in agriculture due to their possibility as a growth
stimulant and protection of crops [66–79]. Moreover, these carbon-based nanomaterials, mainly CNTs, and CNFs, have the potential ability to penetrate seed
coat as well as translocation ability within the plants from root to shoot to leaves.
Several reports suggested that CNTs and CNFs efficiently translocate within the
plants. These studies suggested that carbon-based nanomaterials acted as a growth
stimulant with increasing the uptake of water and nutrients. Interestingly, CNFs
hold metal nanoparticles and the release of metal nanoparticles in a control manner. These metal nanoparticles like Cu, Zn, and Fe also acted as micronutrients for
the plants; therefore CNFs acted as a carrier for micronutrient delivery. Moreover,
CNFs increase the water uptake ability, germination rate, and nontoxicity even
at higher concentration of dose and therefore are used as a growth stimulant of
the plants. In a recent study, Gupta et al. suggested that the CNFs are used as a
carrier to deliver acylated-homoserine lactone in chick pea plants [34]. The study
suggested that CNF-acylated homoserine lactone-based composite increased the
plant growth as well as stress tolerance ability. The CNFs might be new generation
fertilizers that enhance growth of the plants and defense regulator, also. However,
direct application of the carbon-based nanomaterials still remains a concern.
To overcome such issues, carbon-based nanomaterials are encapsulated with
polymeric composite for agricultural delivery system. Kumar et al. synthesized
bi-metallic (Cu/Zn) nanoparticle-dispersed CNFs encapsulated with PVA-starch
composite to produce polymer-bi-metal-carbon (PBMC) composite [33]. The
produced PBMC polymeric composite is effectively use as a fertilizer that enhances
the growth of the plants. The releases of micronutrient (Cu/Zn) from CNFs, as
well as polymeric composite in a controlled manner. The study also suggested that
the release of micronutrients from PBMC is relatively slow in comparison with
CNFs due to encapsulation of polymers. Moreover, CNFs efficiently translocated
with the plants through root to shoot to leaves. The produced biodegradable
PBMC-based formulation carrying Cu/Zn-CNFs (micronutrients) unwraps newer
approach on the application of nanomaterials in agricultures. Figure 2 shows the
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Figure 2.
A schematic representation of synthesis of Cu/Zn-CNF-dispersed polymeric composite and its agricultural
application. Reprinted with permission (Kumar et al.), copyright © 2018, Springer Science Business Media,
LLC, part of Springer Nature [33].

schematic representation of synthesis of Cu/Zn-CNF-dispersed polymeric composite and its agricultural application.

4. Interaction of polymeric nanocomposite with plants
Interaction of polymeric nanocomposite with plants (accumulation, uptake,
and translocation), depends on various factors such as shape, size, surface charge,
stability, chemical nature, functional group, and species of the plants. The cellwall of the plants is one of the major sites of interaction with nanomaterials/other
micronutrients. The cell-wall does not permit any foreign particles including
nanomaterials/other micronutrients because it acts as a physical barrier. The plant
cell-wall contains phosphate, hydroxyl, carboxylate, sulfhydryl, and imidazole
6
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groups that produce complex biomolecules, thereby selective translocation and
uptake. There are two main properties that affect the uptake and translocation of
nanomaterials/other micronutrients: (1) surface charge and (2) size. The surface
charge of the nanomaterials/other micronutrients is one of the important parameters. The negatively charged nanomaterials/other micronutrients might favor
translocation and uptake within the plants due to negatively charged plant cell-wall.
The negatively charged nanomaterials/other micronutrients and plants do not
attract each other, thereby easily uptake and translocation of the materials. On the
other hand, positively charged nanomaterials/other micronutrients and negatively
charged plant cell-wall attract each other, thereby accumulating on the root surface.
The metal nanoparticles are positively charged, thereby having high accumulation and less translocation ability. Moreover, these metal nanoparticles also show
phytotoxicity at higher concentration due to accumulation [17, 80–83].
The size of the nanomaterials/other micronutrients is one of the important factors for uptake and translocation. The smaller size (20–200 nm) favors the uptake
and translocation within the plants. Moreover, carbon-based nanomaterials like
CNTs and CNFs ~500 nm or less easily translocate within the plants due to their
movement across the epidermis to cortex to vascular bundle. The nanomaterials
are translocated to root to shoot to leaves through cell-wall network and plasmodesmata. The capillary action and osmotic forces are also one of the driving forces
of translocation of nanomaterials within the plants. Additionally, the types of
nanomaterials and chemical composition also affect the uptake and translocation
within the plants. The functionalization and coating of nanomaterials alter the
adsorption and accumulation ability within the plants. Some of the nanomaterials
might accumulate at Casparian strip, whereas another translocate with symplastic
routes towards shoot and root [84].
Recently, carbon-based nanomaterials like CNTs and CNFs acted as carriers for
genes/micronutrients/biomolecules within the cells. Various are studies performed
to understand the exact mechanism behind the nanomaterial uptake and translocation [81]. The larger sized nanomaterials are unable to penetrate cell-walls;
however, a study on Arabidopsis thaliana leaf suggested the creation of endocytosislike structure in plasma membrane [85]. Liu et al. suggested that water-soluble
SW-CNTs with ~500 nm (length) were exposed on Nicotiana tabacum. The watersoluble SW-CNTs are able to penetrate through rigid and integral cell wall [86].
In general, several factors including surface charge, size, chemical nature, and
surface coating influence the uptake and translocation ability within the plants [87].
Moreover, functionalization of nanomaterials with chemical/polymer might change
the properties of materials, thereby easily translocating within the plants [88, 89].

5. Polymeric nanomaterial improved genetic engineering
Genetic engineering of the plant system is basically efforts of environmental
sustainability, synthesis of product, and engineering of agricultural crops; therefore, advancement of genetic engineering is essential for growing population.
The gene editing includes various techniques to use for accurately modifying the
genome sequence. The emergence of gene editing is an exciting approach especially
for agriculture scientist because of the simple process and accuracy that are able
to develop improved variety of crops (addition of valuable traits and deletion of
antagonistic traits). With the help of genome editing/genetic engineering, researchers continue to focus on the improvement in the yield of the crops with adverse
conditions such as changes in climate. Usually, the cell-wall of the plants represents
as a physical barrier; therefore, delivery of biomolecules/genes is difficult compared
7
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with animal system [90, 91]. Usually, two modes of transformation of genes exist
in plants system: (1) cargo delivery that depends on the delivery techniques and (2)
regeneration by using transformed plants that depends on the tissues, optimization of the protocols, and complicated hormone mixtures. However, the existing
technologies have a lot of limitations such as less transformation, high toxicity, and
DNA integration into host genome. The grand challenges of genes/biomolecules
cargo delivery within the plants system due to the presence of rigid and multilayered plant-cell wall, thereby slower transformation of genes/biomolecules within
the plants. To overcome such issues, two approaches have been developed and used
for transformation of genes/biomolecules within the plants: (1) Agrobacteriummediated delivery system and (2) biolistic particle delivery (DNA bombardment).
However, these strategies also have various drawbacks/limitations such as species dependence (changing the species changed the transformation efficiency),
required regeneration from tissues, thereby time consuming and less efficiency,
and Agrobacterium-mediated genes/biomolecule transformation might introduce
foreign genetic materials. The Agrobacterium-mediated genes/biomolecules might
cause disruption of genes/poor/unstable gene expression due to the random DNA
integration. The DNA integration might be prevented by using nonintegrated
viruses or plasmid deficient in transfer DNA insertion [90, 92]. Therefore, these
two strategies are more preferred tools in comparison with other conventional
methods. In this context, nanotechnology might be an alternative tool to resolve
such issues associated with the existing delivery system.
Various nanomaterial-based plant delivery systems focus on the synthesis of
nanomaterials, agrochemical delivery system, micronutrient delivery system,
translocation of nanomaterials that augmented the growth of plants by using metalbased nanoparticles, CNTs, CNFs, quantum dots, graphene and its derivatives, and
fullerenes. On the other hand, some nanomaterials exhibited phytotoxicity due to
the oxidative stress and vascular blockage, damaging the structural DNA. Recently,
Demirer et al. [90] developed nanomaterial-mediated biomolecule delivery system for gene expression and silencing of the plant system. For this, grafting of
DNA on covalently functionalized pristine SW-CNTs and MW-CNTs was done
to produce effective DNA delivery with strong expression of protein in mature
Eruca sativa (arugula) leaves. The DNA is delivered in plant nucleus with the CNTs
and also silencing of functional gene, separately. The grafting of DNA is done on
CNTs due to the π-π stacking; the SDS is replaced by adsorption DNA by using the
dialysis process. The produced DNA-CNT-based delivery system is comparable to
Agrobacterium-mediated delivery system. The study also suggested that the produced CNT-based delivery system efficiently expresses protein in arugula protoplasts (cell-wall free) with the transformation (85%) efficiency.
Zhao et al. [93] developed nanoparticle-mediated genetic transformation. For
this, they formed the complex of DNA-nanoparticles and delivered into the pollen
grains by using magnetic force. The produce approaches to be moderate with insignificant toxicity, genetically stable and transformed plants. These studies suggested
that nanomaterial-based delivery system plays a significant role in the advancement
in the genetic engineering of the plant system.
In general, genetic engineering of the plant system is more complicated compared with animal system. The approach of the genes/biomolecule transformation
within the plants still remains a concern due to the multi-layer and rigid cell-wall.
There is lack of effective delivery of the diverse genes/biomolecules within the plant
system without damaging the tissues. The nanotechnology might be an alternative
tool in the advancement of the genetic engineering in plant systems that resolve
such delivery challenge of genes/biomolecules, thereby increasing the utility of
genetic engineering.
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6. Conclusion and future prospects
Polymeric nanocomposites own distinct features of biodegradability and
biocompatibility, which makes it an ideal material to be used in crop protection
and micronutrient delivery in the agriculture field. The reactive nanomaterials
have been used in various applications because of their functional groups and
characteristics; therefore, ENMs might have the potential ability to be used in
different applications including agriculture. Moreover, encapsulation of polymers
with different nanomaterials like metal/metal-oxide and carbon-based nanomaterials enhanced the controlled release behaviors, biocompatibility, and simple use.
Therefore, they are efficiently used in various applications mainly in agriculture.
Additionally, uptake, accumulation, and translocation ability of the nanomaterials
mainly depend on surface charges, size, and chemical nature of the materials. On
the one hand, polymeric coating of nanomaterials might change the functionality
and surface charge; therefore, polymeric composite might efficiently translocate
within the plants. With regard to advancement in the genetic engineering, nanomaterials might be alternative tools that efficiently delivered genes/biomolecules.
Therefore, polymeric nanocomposite enhances the utility of genetic engineering
in plant system. As discussed in the text, CNFs is the next generation fertilizer that
can easily deliver micronutrients and biomolecules within the plant. However,
transformation of these research into field, some issues must be discuss or detailed
studies required; (1) cost of the nanofertilizers, (2) safety concern like health/environmental toxicity, and (3) easy applications. We need to do more research in such
agricultural areas for easy applicability in the field.
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